CUSTOM WINDOW TREATMENTS

transform your windows
to reflect your style

Welcome to the wonderful
world of window decorating.
We’re pleased to bring you
this guide to help you create
beautiful and unique looks for
the windows in your home.

Natural Woven Waterfall Shades in 15318 Negara/Coconut with 2½” Edge Binding in 15877
Diamond Drop/Seaglass and Tailored Upholstered Cornice 15284 Diamond Drop/Seaglass

Why Custom?
Because a custom window
treatment is designed by
you, crafted to fit your specific
window, there is nothing cookiecutter about it. You won’t find
one exactly like it anywhere
else. It is the truest reflection of
your personal style. Just like the
perfect accessories make the
outfit, a well-dressed window
pulls a room together.

getting started

1. DESIGN
With any design project, you want to take some time to think about your
vision before you jump in and start making decisions. This especially rings
true for those investment pieces (like custom window treatments) that
you want to love looking at for more than just one or two seasons.
We’ve included a helpful worksheet on pg. 6 to help you get started.

2. MEASURE
Precise measurement is key. Find our basic guide
to measuring quickly and accurately on pg. 7

3. ORDER
We’re here to walk you through the order process so it’s
simple and straightforward. Call us at 800.248.8888
or visit us online at smithandnoble.com

4. INSTALL
Be ready to put up your window treatments the moment they arrive.
Find installation instructions online at smithandnoble.com/installing

why custom

the transformative power of window treatments

Kitchen
A white-on-white kitchen is stunning, but without some strategic
color accents the look can feel cold and fall flat visually. Even with
the most beautiful finishes, it’s the accents of color and texture
that add personality and make people gravitate to the heart of the
home.

By choosing casual Color Block Roman Shades in hues that tie back
to other elements in the room, the space feels beautifully composed.
The texture and color work together to warm up the kitchen and
contrast all the white so it feels bright and inviting instead of cold
and sterile.

Color Block Fabric Shades in 16293 Malibu Linen/Teal and 16100 Malibu Linen/Sour Apple

Dining Room
When you’re lucky enough to have big windows that open up
onto an expansive view, there’s often the fear that window treatments will encroach on the beauty. But the reality can be that
exposure itself is what curbs enjoyment of the space.

By choosing Solar Shades with Koolblack technology, you can
preserve your view of the outside while reducing glare and heat
transfer for a space that’s far more inviting, day and night.

Solar Roller Shades in 15069 Koolblack/Charcoal Apricot (5% Openness) with Loop Control,
Bronze Metal Bead Chain and Wrapped Bottom Bar

why custom

the transformative power of window treatments

Dining Room
In a space with a distinct minimalist style, it can be daunting to
imagine drapes that won’t compromise the great lines of the
room. But the need for privacy and light control persists.

To complement the style of this mid-century modern dining room,
the homeowner chose Roller Panel Track window treatments in a
modern graphic print. The result is a space that feels as thematically cohesive as it is functional and inviting.

Roller Panel Track in 15827 Swervology/Spa with Valance

Living Room
With a dramatic picture window, it’s easy to see why you’d be
inclined to skip the window coverings to preserve the drama.
But with what little is gained by doing so, a lot is lost – namely
privacy and light control. The resulting impact: the mood
becomes mellow.

The quiet, elegant look of Sheer Shadings preserves the window’s
drama – and the beauty of the view beyond. And the transparent
fabric scrim also effectively cuts glare, protects furnishings from
UV rays and provides the right amount of nighttime privacy for
a central living space.

2½ Sheer Shadings in 16125 Sheer Stripe/White with White Decorative Cassette; Custom Pillows

define your project
With any design project, you want to take some time to evaluate your functional needs and
determine your creative vision. Here are some of the key questions to ask yourself as you get started.
Then turn to page 7 for our Project Worksheet.

What is the room used for?
Playing, entertaining, working or sleeping?
What’s the style you hope to achieve?
Casual or formal? Dramatic or minimal?
Traditional or modern? Eclectic or classic?

What’s the specific challenge
you need to solve?
Is there too much glare on your
TV or computer screen? Is the sun
fading your sofa or wood floor? Is
there too little privacy? Is the room
too cold or hot?

Are your windows tall
or hard to reach?

Are there patterns or colors in the
room? Or are most of the furnishings
solids or neutrals?

Color Block Shades in 16275 Malibu Linen/Flaxen and 16295 Malibu Linen/
Persimmon with Fusion Lining; Custom Pillows
2½" Sheer Shadings in 16125 Sheer Stripe/White
with White Decorative Cassette; Custom Pillows
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sample project

Name of ro
om:

Bedroom

My decora
ting
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Modern, Fun,
Bright, Colorfu
l
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:
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ing
computer tim
e

Room’s color
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in our ward
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as our hom
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Lots of pink,
garden colors

Blackout Honeycomb Shades
Classic blackout honeycomb
shades are ideal for nurseries,
bedrooms, media rooms or
anywhere light blocking is required
for privacy + enhanced insulation

Energy Efficient
Hexagonal cell shape of these
cellular shades traps air in an
insulating layer between your
room and the outdoors – lower
heating bills in the winter, less
AC in the summer

Versatile Layering
While beautiful on their
own, Honeycomb Shades
are an inspired first layer
under Drapery, Cornice or
a stunning Relaxed Roman
Valance such as the one
shown here
Child Safety
Every smith+noble window
treatment meets and exceeds
strict safety guidelines.

Grand Cell Blackout Honeycomb Shade in 3259 Snow with Loop Control; Layered
with Relaxed Roman Valance in 15481 Canyon Stripe/Berry; Custom Pillow
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define your project

worksheet

Combine your inspiration side-by-side with your practical needs. Start a design file to organize printed
images you love, and use Pinterest to create a digital inspiration board to focus your vision. As you go,
fill out the questionnaire below to help you close in on the best design for your space and style.

Name of room:

My decorating style:

Budget range:

$

$$

$$$

0-$500

$501-$1000

$1000+

I need...
Privacy
Noise dampening

Main activity in this room:

Room darkening
UV protection for my furniture/floors
To protect my view
Energy efficiency

Room’s color palette:
TIP: Check your closet. Usually the colors we love the most are reflected
in our wardrobe as well as our homes.

I have children/pets

Questions:

We’re here to help.
Now that you’ve defined your project, give us a call with any questions you have.
If you prefer, we can do the measuring at no cost and installation is only $99 for
up to 5 blinds or shades, and only $15 for each additional treatment.

smithandnoble.com
800.248.8888

product comparison

PRODUCT

Honeycomb Shades
priced from $84
ships in 11-13 days

PRIVACY

ROOM-DARKENING

UV
PROTECTION*

ENERGY
EFFICIENCY*

SAFETY OPTIONS

Best
(Classic fabrics)

Best
(Classic blackout
fabrics)

Best

Best (Triad or Twincell
Blackout fabrics)

• Cordless
• Loop control

Better

Better
(room-darkening
fabrics)

Best

Good

• Cordless
• Loop control

Better
(with lining)

Better
(room-darkening
fabrics or lining)

Better

Good

• Cordless
• Loop control

Best
(room-darkening
fabrics)

Better
(room-darkening
fabrics)

Better

Good

• Cordless
• Loop control

Daytime only

Not applicable

Best

Best (Koolblack or
Chroma fabrics)

• Cordless
• Loop control

Better
(with liner)

Better
(with Blackout)

Better
(with liner)

Better (with liner)

• Loop control

Better

Better
(with Blackout)

Better

Best
(with Thermal liner)

• Cordless
• Loop control

Better

Good

Better

Good

• Cordless
• Loop control

Better

Good

Better

Better

• Cordless

Better

Good

Better

Good

• Breakaway tassel
• Cord cleat

Better

Good

Better

Good

• Wand

Better

Good

Better

Better

• No cords

Best
(with liner)

Best
(with Blackout)

Best
(with liner)

Best
(with Thermal liner)

• Wand
• Loop Control

Sheer Shadings
priced from $299
ships in 12-15 days

Pleated Shades
priced from $78
ships in 12-15 days

Roller Shades
priced from $87
ships in 12-15 days

Solar Shades
priced from $116
ships in 12-15 days

Natural Woven Shades
priced from $109
ships in 12-17 days

Fabric Shades
priced from $131
ships in 14-17 days

Wood Blinds
priced from $68
ships in 12-15 days

Durawood Blinds
priced from $71
ships in 12-15 days

Metal Blinds
priced from $47
ships in 12-15 days

Vertical Blinds
priced from $112
ships in 12-15 days

Shutters
priced from $29/sq.ft
ships in 20 days

Drapery
priced from $160
ships in 14-17 days

*UV Protection and Energy Efficiency ratings are based on windows when closed

measuring guide

blinds and shades

A few simple measurements, and you’ll be ready to order.
Here are some tips to make measuring easier and more accurate:
• Use a metal measuring tape to ensure accuracy.
• Measure every window, even if they appear identical.
• Round down to the nearest one-eighth of an inch.
• If you have more than one window in a room, measure through the room from left to right.
• Write down and label all measurements and windows.

1. choose mount type
OUTSIDE MOUNTED blinds or shades are
mounted on your wall or molding. Outside
Mounts can make a window appear larger
and hide a less-than-attractive window.
When windows are not square, or there is
not sufficient frame depth for Inside Mounting, an Outside Mount is recommended.

INSIDE MOUNTED shades are contained
within your window frame. Inside Mounts
provide a finished, built-in look without
covering the window molding.
Note: Inside Mount requires min. 2”
unobstructed mounting depth within your
frame (most styles). If your frame isn’t deep enough
for the style you’ve chosen, use Outside Mount.

Note: Requires min. 2” flat surface above your window
or on the window frame for mounting brackets. Visit us
online for Recommended Overlap for each product.

2. measure
INSIDE MOUNTS:

OUTSIDE MOUNTS:

STEP 1: Measure the width of the window
frame at 3 locations: top, center and
bottom. The smallest of the 3 measurements is your measuring width.
Note: For Roller, Solar, Sheer Shadings, or
Verticals treatments record only the top width.

STEP 1: Measure the outside width of the
area you wish to cover in 3 locations: top,
center and bottom. The largest of the 3
measurements is your measuring width.
If space allows, we recommend adding a
2"– 3" overlap to minimize light gaps.

STEP 2: Measure the height of the window
frame at 3 locations: left, center and right.

Note: Roller, Solar and Sheer Shadings fabrics will be
app. 1” narrower than ordered. You can also order the
treatment wider to avoid light gaps.

Note: For vertical treatments, such as Panel Track,
Vertical Honeycomb, Sheer Elegance or Vertical
Blinds, use the shortest height. For horizonal treatments, use the longest height.

STEP 2: Measure the height of the area you
wish to cover in 3 locations: left, center and
right. Note: For ceiling mounted vertical treatments,
use the shortest height. For other treatments, use the
longest height.

STEP 3: Measure window frame depth,
from closed window, or any obstruction*,
to edge.

considerations
SQUARENESS
Your window should be square, or treatments may not work properly or hang attractively.
Check for squareness by measuring diagonally in both directions. If measurements differ by
over ½”, use Outside Mount.
* OBSTRUCTIONS
Obstructions such as window handles or cranks could interfere with your treatments'
operation with Inside Mount. In such cases, consider Outside Mount.

squareness

SURFACE ABOVE WINDOW
Measure area you wish to cover, include allowance for mounting brackets and any overlap desired on surrounding wall.
• Specify any extension brackets needed to clear handles, cranks, etc. as one of your No Charge Options.
• See Product Stacking Height or Width at smithandnoble.com/measuring to determine the wall area your
treatment will cover when fully open.
DESIGN TIP
When using extension brackets add additional inches to your width to reduce light seepage.

measuring guide

drapery

A few simple measurements, and you’ll be ready to order.
Here are some tips to make measuring easier and more accurate:
• Use a metal measuring tape to ensure accuracy.
• Measure every window, even if they appear identical.
• Round down to the nearest one-eighth of an inch.
• If you have more than one window in a room, measure through the room from left to right.
• Write down and label all measurements and windows.

1. choose single panel or pair

2. measure
STEP 1: Measure the width. To create a
visually larger window: add 6”–12” on each
side, beyond window edges. If you'd like the
drapery to clear your window, please call us
for help. Note: all styles come with fullness built in,
so order exact width needed.

STEP 2: Measure height from top to bottom.
Include tabs or rod pockets (Tie Top measured from top of panel to bottom of panel).

SINGLE PANEL
• One individual panel
• Choose Left, Right or
Center panel

Note: These styles are normally ordered
to be installed 4” above the window or near the
ceiling. Be sure to add these extra inches to your final
measurements to ensure the correct height.

STEP 3: Adjust your height based on the
treatment you are ordering. Note: For Rod

PAIR
• Two equal panels: (1 Right, 1 Left)
• The width you specify will be divided into
2 equal panels totaling your overall width.

Pocket and Tab Top Panels, add 3 ∕8" to1 ¼" depending
on rod size. For Grommet styles, add 1". If you're
hanging your panel from rings, you'll need to deduct
1½" to 3 5 ∕8" depending on your ring selection.
See smithandnoble.com/measuring for
more information

considerations
1 FLOOR HEIGHT
Treatments that will be opened and closed regularly should
fall ½" above the floor or carpeting so they skim that surface.
2 SLIGHT BREAK
Add 1"–4" of length for a thoughtfully-finished, designer look.

4

3 EXTRA LONG PUDDLE HEIGHT
Add another 5”-10" of length, which is to be arranged in
poufs on the floor (not recommended high traffic areas).

7

32 1

5 6

4 VALANCE
For panel styles that will be used as a top treatment or
valance, we recommend approximately 10”-20" for length.
5 SILL HEIGHT
A great choice for a window in a recess or above furniture,
or for one that is opened frequently.
6 APRON HEIGHT
For ideal proportions, this look should fall 4" below the sill.
7 CAFÉ HEIGHT
Panels usually measure ½" of the window length. These styles
are useful for kitchens, allowing for natural light and privacy.

DOUBLE LAYER TREATMENTS
To mount two panels over one window (e.g.
a sheer behind an opaque fabric), indicate
which will be the back treatment and which
will be the front treatment. Use identical
measurements and specify double rod
hardware.
HARDWARE:
The rod width you specify on your order
does not include the width of the finials on
each end. Finials add ½" to 9 ½" on each
end, depending upon the style. Hardware
is usually ordered 4" wider than the window
opening on each side. For exact finial widths
by style, visit us at smithandnoble.com or
call us at 800.248.8888.

measuring worksheet
Use this space to record your window dimensions for easy reference when filling out your order
form. To start, all you need is a steel measuring tape (cloth tapes are not accurate), and a pencil.
Remember to round your measurements down to the nearest eighth of an inch (1/8”).
Tip: One of the most common mistakes is to transpose the width and height measurements. If your
situation is unique or unclear, please call for assistance at 1.800.248.8888. Our customer service
representatives are available to help you in any way you may need.
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